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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are running the SmartStart Installation procedure to
install an HP StoreServ 7400 Storage System.
Which users, created during the installation process, will have
access to this storage system? (Select two.)
A. 3PARrm
B. 3paradm
C. 3parcust
D. 3parSP
E. 3parAO
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
Reference:
http://bizsupport2.austin.hp.com/bc/docs/support/SupportManual/
c03606526/c03606526.pdf(searc h for3paradm and 3parcust)

NEW QUESTION: 2
Consider the following relation definition:
STUDENT( Student_Number: integer NOT NULL Name: variable length
character string length 20 NOT NULL) Primary Key Student_Number
HOUSING( Housing_ID: integer NOT NULL Student_Number: integer
NOT NULL Building: variable length character string length 25
NOT NULL) Primary Key Housing_ID Foreign Key Student_Number
References STUDENT(Student_Number) ON DELETE NO CHECK ON UPDATE
Which integrity constraint is violated in this relation
definition?
A. Enterprise constraint
B. Domain constraint
C. Referential integrity
D. Entity integrity
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
For the inter-AS model B VPRN, which of the following protocols
is used to advertise routes between PE1 and ASBRI?
A. MP-iBGP
B. iBGP
C. eBGP
D. MP-eBGP
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
A schizophrenic client has made sexual overtures toward her
physician on numerous occasions. During lunch, the client tells
the nurse, "My doctor is in love with me and wants to marry
me." This client is using which of the following defense
mechanisms?
A. Projection
B. Reaction formation
C. Suppression
D. Displacement
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
(A) Displacement involves transferring feelings to a more
acceptable object. (B) Projection involves attributing one's
thoughts or feelings to another person. (C) Reaction formation
involves transforming an unacceptable impulse into the opposite
behavior. (D) Suppression involves the intentional exclusion of
unpleasant thoughts or experiences.
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